above acknowledges, and as their Soviet hosts understood at the time, little could be achieved without first disciplining the children into a culture far different from their own. In 1937, when the first wave of Spanish kids arrived, the Soviet homes and schools where they were placed, in line with wider pedagogical shifts, spent as much time teaching children values such as self-discipline, comradely behaviour, respect for authority, and diligence in study, as on academic subjects. Proper adult role models in the boarding schools were seen as crucial in effecting the displaced Spanish children's transformation into Soviet Spaniards, and for their re-placement in Soviet society as As new arrivals, these refugees had no knowledge of Soviet standards for children's or students' conduct. Soon, however, Franco's victory and the beginning of the Second World War in 1939 meant that the Spanish children became more than just temporary refugees. It was at this point that the Soviet state, via the special boarding schools for Spanish children, began actively to seek to remake the niños into SovietSpanish hybrids. Researching the displacement of these children and their experience of geographical, social and cultural re-placement in the USSR provides scholars with a window into the Soviet project of forging the 'new man and new woman'. By considering the Soviet provision of adult role models to cultivate the children's development of correct character traits, this chapter examines one aspect of the regime's wider strategy of social and cultural transformation.
As yet we have no proper history of these children. Several Spanish scholars have collected oral testimonies in an attempt to show how the children remembered their experiences decades later. 2 Historians, however, must be cognizant of the limits of oral history sources that were first collected fifty years after the childhoods in question.
Granted, traumatic events might take hold in memory in ways that prosaic events might not, but for children as young as four and five to remember events in detail five to seven decades after the fact must betray elements of constructed memory as much as if not more so than unmediated recall (on issues relating to trauma and memory, see the of the game and are thus able to meet the expectations of a Soviet citizen. 5 Sheila
Fitzpatrick and a number of her students have discussed how people fashioned 'masks'
that allowed them to have private feelings toward the regime without running afoul of authorities. 6 Lynne Viola has raised the idea of hybridity, in which some citizens fill a space between state and society and function as a type of mediator. 7 More recently, through the study of diaries, Jochen Hellbeck has shown how some individuals wrote themselves into becoming good Soviet subjects. 8 Conforming to the regime's standards and internalizing its norms and values was for them a work in progress, and some citizens embraced the struggle to improve character (see also the discussion of Soviet Basque government that only children between the ages of seven and twelve were to be evacuated, a few refugees were as young as three. 10 Oral testimonies confirm that there was much obfuscation about age as parents tried to get their children out of war-torn Spain.
11 About three-quarters of the children travelled with at least one sibling -fewer than 800 were entirely alone. We lack conclusive data on social origins, but we do know that many children reported being of working class origins: sons and daughters of miners, dockworkers, and metal workers. Yet we also know that among the children in the Spanish homes were the offspring of elites, including the children of prominent political and military figures on the republican side. These children came primarily on 9 País Vasco is also known as the Basque Country, which extends across several provinces. Devillard's team sourced most of the quantitative material used to create a demographic picture of the children in records held by the Centro Español (Spanish Cultural Institute) in Moscow. Because most of these data were based on surveys of Spanish émigrés conducted by the Centro forty years after the niños' arrival, we need to take account of the lack of precision when memory alone is the source. (This particular collection is thus more valuable in providing a picture of the niños as adults in the USSR than of their childhood in the Soviet Spanish homes.) Devillard, Los Niños Españoles en la URSS, 1937 URSS, -1997 Letters and oral testimony provide further evidence for the children's struggle between fear/loss and joy/hope portrayed in the Soviet press. Jose and Pilar Fernandez wrote to their father in Bilbao that their ship was not in the best condition and the seas were rough and sometimes obscured by fog, but the children were fed well with sausage, white bread, meat, and chocolate. They were greeted in Leningrad by music and flags and excited crowds, and were given a shower and clean clothes before embarking on a train to the south of Russia. and the 'Internationale' greeted her group, she started fattening herself up on bread and butter, cheese, café con leche and rice pudding. Fortunately, without warplanes above, she was also able to swim at the beach of her sanatorium with its 'free air'. 24 Enrique
Undiano, twelve years old, wrote a letter to his mother and sister six days after reaching
Leningrad in which he marvelled at the abundance of food and entertainment available to the children, particularly the 'billiards, swings, balls, tennis courts, bicycles, and cars with big pedals'. 25 Electric buses were as foreign to him as the women he saw driving the trains and working on the roads -many of the children like him from the poorer parts of Spain had never before encountered either technology or women's equality. The suburban Moscow camp, which Enrique described as a 'wonderland' ['jauja'], was a launching pad for his hopes and dreams. 26 He looked forward to field trips to Lenin's mausoleum and museum exhibits about the tsars and Republican Spain. In a month, he noted with probably a surfeit of enthusiasm, he would begin training as an aviator.
Whether he was correct or not, his brief letter showed that he saw opportunities in the Soviet Union -if women could drive trains there, why should children not fly planes?
For some children like Enrique, evacuation to the USSR seemed a gift that would help them to overcome their displacement and loss.
However, other children remembered their arrival in Leningrad negatively. The large crowds, flowers, music, and treats were always welcome, but some of the refugees took exception to their subsequent treatment. The children were often filthy and louseridden following the long journey, so after disembarkation showers and a change of clothes were first priorities. At this point, cultural differences could prompt anxiety or younger children in his institution setting off all the others. It got so bad that the Russian caregivers had to leave the room crying themselves. 30 But in the public eye the children were idealized and portrayed as more than just a collective of war-weary and travelfatigued children -they were specimens of socialist internationalism in practice. 31 The children were given a voice, albeit briefly, as they disembarked with cries of 'Saliut! Viva Rusia!' while waving the Spanish revolutionary flag. As in the Izvestiia article cited earlier, they were marked by language and symbol as 'other', yet they were not entirely alien because they shared a revolutionary spirit and an understanding that the USSR was a special place -the first socialist state. So, the young Spaniards were both 'us' and 'them'. In this first article Izvestiia was developing the image of a SovietSpanish hybrid that would become central to the children's self-understanding in the years to come and part of their dual patriotism for two homelands. But the children's transformation, their 'hybridization', had to be learned from role models.
Resettling in the Soviet Union
The Some were in the centre of Moscow or Leningrad, others were in wooded suburbs. The more rural homes typically had attached schools, whereas the urban homes often sent children (especially the older ones) to separate classrooms within a nearby Soviet school. These twenty-two homes included two new institutions that were opened in 1940 for Spanish adolescents (teenagers who generally had completed the seventh grade and were often working during the day while continuing their education at night).
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Three of the homes were specifically for ill children. The Nazi invasion in June 1941 brought further displacement as the children and the homes were evacuated to the interior of the USSR and then returned to the Moscow region in 1944.
Soviet children's homes in general, and the Spanish ones in particular, had a clear administrative structure designed to meet the various needs of a boarding school. began arriving in 1937, Soviet education was moving away from experimentation with child-centered learning that was the fashion of the 1920s and instead beginning to insist on teacher-centred instruction. 37 Mirroring the centralization of authority that tightened under Stalin in that decade, so too schools began to teach and practise greater authority and discipline, which was hardened even further after the outbreak of war. 38 The return to adult authority and structured learning were intended, firstly, as methods to improve education. Child-centred schools, proponents of the new approach declared, had created rude children with no respect for authority. 41 Students were known to disrupt class by breaking out into arias from Faust and greeting teachers with 'Hiya, 37 For a discussion of the return to teacher-centred instruction and the importance of discipline in the classroom, see E. for the children. Role models were part of a disciplinary system in which children were both observed and observers. Although this chapter focuses on adults, the children's peers increasingly became part of the disciplinary network as they internalized the disciplinary regime, served as monitors in the classrooms and dormitories, and participated on administrative committees with adults in the homes. A dozen years after the niños arrived, there were still scattered cases of educators who were labelled as 'unqualified' when caught striking children. A 1949 report cited several such cases. One male Spanish educator, who was also admonished for not making the boys clean themselves or their sleeping quarters, was chastised for striking two boys when they failed to complete their homework and were rude to their teachers. The teacher was trying to discipline the boys' behaviours, but he used a method that was deemed un-Soviet. A Russian female educator hit two girls in the face, one with a notebook. 63 Some children justified their own bad behaviour, which led to the staff's violent rebukes, with reference to failings on the part of their adult carers.
' [T] here were several uprisings of the children because of the poor management by the directors', recalled one adult respondent in an oral history survey. 'In our home, in Leningrad, there were many abuses and we children, we were always the losers. We were seven to ten years old. We lacked food and everything. [...] And they beat us a lot.
[…] Sure, we behaved badly because we were hungry.' 64 This recollection, although not a fond memory, shows that the respondent had by adulthood internalized cultural differentiation -in complaining about violence and hunger, she repeats the Soviet line that adults were to provide for a happy and healthy childhood. The director of the home, not the state or the children themselves, was to blame; the children's poor behaviour was a function of poor adult leadership.
Other This scene marked the transition point for Makarenko from teaching in a relatively unstructured child-centred environment to a system in which the children, through adult role models, were given clear boundaries and discipline.
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Role Modelling
Still, Soviet pedagogy considered that disciplining children by violence in most cases failed to teach them self-discipline. Instead, as Detskii Dom, the journal for Soviet children's homes, stated clearly in its first issue, teachers and educators needed to be good role models, which meant being organized, tidy and precise, with good selfdiscipline, and the ability to produce disciplined behaviour among their students. 67 The values expected of adults mirrored the student rules that required tidiness, accurate school work, and cultured speech. To teach not only academic subjects but proper Soviet behaviour and discipline, influential adults had to embody the appropriate norms Her 'weak professional preparation' and deafness were also emphasized in the recommendation to move her to manufacturing work. Another woman refused to fulfil her obligation to provide a 'communist upbringing for the children'. She was also called 'politically illiterate'. Yet another woman was deemed to be 'partially literate' and to have little regard for her work and little interest in the children. Since her work was 'undisciplined', the report concluded, she should be re-assigned to a manufacturing job in Kolomna, where her husband lived. A fourth woman was evaluated as 'illiterate' and 'completely uninterested in receiving a minimal education'. She neither studied nor showed interest in 'questions of political development', and she was 'uninterested in the children'. 70 The fact that these Spanish adults were sent to factory work rather than being arrested suggests that they were not seen as political enemies, even though they were viewed as direct threats to the proper upbringing of children.
There is a degree of consistency in these cases. Adults in the position of nurturing the next generation of Spanish communists had to be willing to transmit the values of a good communist: education, political awareness, and proper behaviour.
Educational preparation among all these dismissed employees was weak, and some combined their intellectual lethargy with political and personal behaviour that did not provide an authoritative model of correct Soviet behaviour for the children. 71 Some charges were more explosive than simple illiteracy or lack of political knowledge or engagement. One Spanish woman was judged unfit to work with children because she 'admitted to sexual contact with individual pupils'. As if that were not enough, she was also uninterested in politics. From the moment of Stalin's speech on cadres, attention turned to ensuring that staff, both Soviet and Spanish, within the Spanish homes had sufficient and proper political training. Political illiteracy on the part of teachers threatened the working class and the state. 83 The critical reading and discussion of the core communist texts was prescribed as the best solution for adult learners who had failed thus far to acquire the proper political outlook. 84 Behaviour problems and uneven political education 
